On the basis of a parton model studied earlier we consider the production process of large mass lepton pairs from hadron-hadron inelastic collisions in the limiting region, s --coo, Q 2 /s finite, Q2
Feynman's parton model' for deep inelastic weak or clcctromagnctic processes is an expression of the impulse approximation as npplicd to elementary particle interactions.
In order to apply the impulse approximation we demand the following. We analyze the bound system -be it a nucleon or nucleus -in terms of its constitutents, called l'partons. If Nucleons are the "partons" of the nucleus and the "partons" of a nucleon itself are still to be deciphered. If we specify the kinematics so that the partons can be treated as instantaneously free during the sudden pulse carrying the large energy transfer from the projectile (or lepton) then we can neglect their binding effects during the interaction and we can treat thekinematics of the collision as between two free particles -the projectile and the parton.
Moreover if we are in a kinematic regime so that energy is approximately conserved along with momentum across the interactionvertex of the parton with the weak or electromagnetic current, the conditions for applying the impulse approximation are satisfied.
The Bjorken limiting region2 satisfies this condition for the deep inelastic electron scattering from protons as viewed from a certain class of P -00, or infinite momentum frames. The l'partons" constituting aprotonare strongly bound together as viewed in the rest frame. However if their bound state can be formed primarily by momentum components that are limited inmagnitude below some fixed maximum -i. e. , if there exists a finite kmax -then as viewed in an infinite momentum frame these parton states are long lived byvirture of the characteristic time dilation. The derivation of this intuitively appealing picture from a canonical quantum field, modified by imposing a maximum constraint on kl, has been discussed as well as its applicability to the particular class of amplitudes with "good currents. 113 Inparticular, the ratio Q2/2Mv, where Q2 > 0 is the negative of t.he square of the invariant momentum transfer and q . P=Mv, measures the fractionx=Q2/2Mv of the longitudinal momentum on the parton from which the electron scatters and is a finite fraction 0 <XC 1 in the Bjorken limit.
It is easy to show that the ratio x must bc finite inorder to apply the impulse approsimation. Otherwise as x approaches very close to 0 or 1 we will be forced to dcalwithvery I , slow partons in the P -00 system, or, as seen in the rest system of the proton, with the high momentum extremities of the bound state structure, and for these the impulse approximation breaks down.
The beauty of the electron scattering is that it allows us to rrtune" the mass of the virtual photon line as we choose to probe finite x. However when we return to the world of only real external hadrons, we have no large mass since Q2-Ii8 while 2Mv-s the total collision energy. In this case x becomes very small' -or "wee. I' Our condition for applying the impulse approximation also fails and the value of the parton concept is less certain. 4 The impulse approximation also applies to electron-positron pair annihilation into a specific hadron H plus anything else: e+-k e-4 H + "anything" in the deep inelastic region of large lepton pair mass squared q2 and large invariant energy transfer v . In an infinite momentum frame of the detected hadron, this process can be described as the creation of an essentially free parton-anti-partonpair andits subsequent decay into final states.
If we want to find other processes which satisfy the kinematical constraints allowing application of the impulse approximation we need look for interactions at high energies s which absorb or produce a lepton system of huge mass Q2 such that the ratio Q2/s is finite.
Anobservable class of processes meeting this requirement is production of massive lepton 5 pairs inhadron-hadroncollisions, viz
Our remarks apply equally to any colliding pair such as (pp), @p), (np), (yp) and to final leptons @'P-), (e-E), Mu), and (ev).
What is going on here can be best illustrated in a center-of-mass frame. If a massive state with Q2-s emerges from one of the colliding protons (A) or (B) as in Fig. la , it is impossible to satisfy both energy and momentum conservation in the overall collision and at the same time exchange only "wecl' partons between (A) and (B). ' Hence this process will not bc related directly to the total nucleon-nucleon cross section" inwhich, as discussed by Feynmnn, it is the "wee" partons with x -1 GeV/& that can't tell "right" -3-, from "left" in Fig. 18 thatare responsible for cT. In contrast the dominant amplitude in (1) in a model. of the nucleon with a finite momentum k max in its ground state structure will be the production of the massive lcptonpair by annihilation of an anti-parton-parton pair as illustrated in Fig. lb . Viewed from the center-of-mass frame a hard (i. e. , nont'weelf) parton moving to the right, say, annihilates on a similar antiparton headed to the left and the resulting system is very massive since their energies add wheras their momenta subtract. It is easy to show that if a pair of mass Q 2 is formed Q 2 = x1x2s; O<xl, 2< 1 (2) where x 182 are the fractions of the longitudinal momenta of their respective hadrons carried by the annihilating parton pair. Clearly for finite Q2/s one is here dealing with hardpartons and with the same region of momenta as probed by deep inelastic scattering experiments which measure the parton distributionin x= Q 2 /2Mv. In this process we are measuring over a range of their values as constrained by (2) for fixed Q2/s,
We now turn to a calculation of (1) 
In ( The differential cross section (3) now assumes the simple form in the scaling limit (lo) ""z -~;')e$q-) = ($$-$)~1dxl~dx2 6(x1x2 -r) c Ai2 F2a(x1)F;H(X2) dQ where we have rewritten the invariant structure functions in terms of momentum fraction x. 4ncr2/3Q2 is just the total cross section for ee annihilation into (point) muon pairs in the relativistic limit.
Equation (10) is the central result of this letter and is a formal expression of our earlier discussion. We conclude with several remarks about general features of this result:
1. The observed' rapid decrease of the inelastic structure functions F2(x) = v W2 as x -1 leads in (2) and (10) to a prediction of a very rapid falloff in S(T) with inCreaSing~ =Q2/s . If we assume that the parton and anti-parton have identical momentum distributions in the proton and this is common for all parton types A, we can compute da/dQ2 directly from measured F2(x), finding a very rapid falloff in the cross section as shown in Fig. 2 , even though the model consists of point-like constituents s This is in qualitative accord with preliminary experimental findings. 5
2. The angular distribution of the vector z = i+ + ,p-, the total momentum of the muon pair, is peaked along the incident nucleon's direction in the lab system. This follows from the observation that q l PI= (xlPl+ x2P2) l PI3 i x2s
is an invariant and in terms of laboratory variables q l P1sE lq" (1-cos 6), with M E sLs,so that 1-cos 8 -0(1/q'). 21 2 3. The virtual photon will be predominantly transversely polarized if it is formed by annihilation of spin l/2 parton-antiparton pairs. This means a distribution in the di-muon rest system varying as ( l+cos28) rather than sin20 as found in 4. The full range of processes of the type (1) with incident p, p, 7r, K, y, etc. , affords the interesting possibility of comparing their parton and anti-parton structures.
[In particular no relation between the parton and anti-parton spectra need be assumed, as we did in Fig. 2 , for an initialpp state.] Not only are the variations important but so are the cross section magnitudes as measures of effective h's.
5. The factoring in (7) is possible only because "wee" partonexchanges are absent in our model fo.r processes with hard partons to which an impulse approximation applies.
This would not be the case if our theoretical model were enlarged to include a "wee" region of prominence (perhaps due to neutral vector exchanges). Presumably such quanta are needed to generate Feynman's spectrum of "wee" or infrared quanta, dx/x for explaining real hadron cross sections. 11 Since the impulse condition does not apply in these interactions we cannot compute purely hadronic processes by our techniques as in (6). However we can ask what implications there will be for our results for massive lepton pair production if such "wee" quanta are introduced and modify (7) by initial state interactions.
For example, suppose we include the "wee" partonexchanges between the two systems (A) and (B) before or after the parton-anti-partonannihilation takes place, Precisely because the transferred momenta are "wee, 'I these interactions canchange the invariant mass of individual groups (A) and (B) in Fig. 1 only by finite amount and the fractions of their longitudinal momenta by order of 1 GeV/fi. These corrections therefore do not affect our arguments leading to (6) which in turn implies (2) and the general scaling (9).
Therefore although the invariant function Z(T) will be modified from (9) by the "wee" exchanges, the general scaling property will not be affected. Based on this observation we wouldlike to emphasize that although "wee" exchanges must survive at infinite energies to account for a nonvanishing total cross section of hadron-hndron collisions, they are 
